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Abat.ract 
SECTIONALIZING SCKBHES 
FOR UNDERGROUND DISTRlBUTION 
This thesis studies va.rious sectionalizi.ng schemes 
for 12 The points that are 
emphasized are availability and economics of t.he various 
schemes. 
The study is performed on a fairly standard 
geographical area using formulas concerning reliability 
of equipment in relation to a total system and fo.tiuulas 
concerning restoration time. 
Six .main findings were reached by this thesis. 
They are: 
1. In order to efficiently use the kva of the 
transformer and limit t.he service length, the optimum 
number of services from a transformer is in the 4 to 7 
range. 
2. The optimum layout from an availability 
standpoint is the loop while the radial is the optimum 
from a cost standpoint. However, in no case should a 
loop-radial system be utilized because it incorporates 
the disadvantages of both of the above syste.I!l$ without 
any of their advantages. 
,-.1-
l. Fault indicators ahould not ba uacd when 
dcai9nin9 a loop ayata.m bacauac they do little to increase 
the availability of that particular system. However, 
when designing a radial system, fault indicators signi.fi-
cantly increase that system's availability. 
4. Manual sectionalizing equipment increases 
the availability of an underground residential develop-
ment due to t.he decrease in restoration time. 
5. Automatic sectionalizing was found to be 
unavailable for underground residential developments. 
6. Fault interruptors are impractical from both 
an economic and operational standpoint. 
It is, therefore, concluded that various 
sectionalizing schemes sig·nificantly affect the availa-
bility and economics of the different systems. 
INTRODUCTION 
The growing concern of t;he qenoral public over 
the appeara.nce of overhead e.lectric distribution lines 
has caused an i.ncrease in the installation of u.nderground 
electric lines. The Public Utility Comniission has also 
issued an order (PUC Investigatory Docket No. 99) stating 
that all developroents having five or more residences must 
be served underground. This change in the design of 
lines is by no means an easy transition for the electric 
utility since the philosophies used to install, operate 
and .maintain underground and overhead systems are entirely 
different. 
OVERHEAD SYSTEM 
The overhead line in residential developments is 
usually characterized by what power engineers call a 
radial system. A radial system is one where there is one 
source of feed and if failure occurs to this source, there 
are no provisions for backup, This radial system seems 
to be quite sufficient for most overhead distribution 
systems since the maintenance of the lines can usually be 
accomplished without de~ne~gizi~g the line and causi~g 
an outage to the customers. Also, if a line experienced 
-3-
trouble and o fault developed cauaing an out.ago, a patrol 
of tho lino would easily indicate vhoro the problem was 
located And repairs could start i.mmodi.atoly. 
On an overhead system, the types ot faults ar,e 
also d.if ferent from those experienced on an underground 
system. Overhead systems are susceptible to weather 
conditions (i.e., ice, wind, lighting), vehicles, trees 
and many a.nimals {i.e., squirrels, birds) . These 
conditions ca.n cause either transient or permanent faults. 
A transient fault is one which will disappear 
after a short duration and allO\t/ service to continue. 
A permanent fault will not disappear. The fault occurring 
on an overhead distribution system (i.e., lightning, 
tree contact) is usually of a transient nature; in fact, 
it has been estimated that 90% of the faults are transient. 
UNDERGROUND SYSTEM 
The underground residential system at the present 
time is still being developed with the hope of achieving 
the optimum type of design, whether it will be radial, 
loop or a combination of the two, A loop system is one 
where there are two sources, and i.f one source fails, by 
doing the proper switching, th.e alternate s·ource can be . . 
utilized. 
-4-
l\a far aa installation, oporation and mainto-
nanco, t.ho W\dorground syste1rn varioa significantly from 
tho overhead system. Tho installation of underground 
facilities quite often requires additional coordination. 
This coordination could b·c in the form of t.he developer 
of the land digging the trenches for t.he cable a.nd t.he 
pO\eler company installing the cab le and other electric 
facilities. Coordination is also required for joint 
occupation of trenches between the power company and 
other utilities, since it is much more economical to 
have one trench dug a.nd have as many utilities installed 
in this trench as possible. The problem with this is 
that the trenches should be backfilled as quickly as 
possible in order to protect the cable. 
The operation of the underground system is also 
different since the operation of switches requires 
considerable care due to the fact that the source of 
lines cannot be seen. An elaborate system of maps must 
be maintained for operation of an underground system. 
As far as maintenance of the system, the present 
technology and practice do not permit working on energized 
high voltage cable. This alone plays. _9-_r1 i:n.tPO.rtant part 
--·····-~ 
in the design of the system in order to mitigate the 
effects of outages on the customer. 
-5-
Tho underground ayetam alao oxpericnce• a different 
typo of fault than t.he overhead system. The underground 
system ia not auaceptiblo to t.he forces ot natu~re a.nd 
due to t.his reason, 951 of the faults are perma.nent 
in natu.re (i.e., cable dig ins, insulation failu.re). 
The locating of underground faults ca.n also create 
considerable problems since location of the fault can.not 
usually be pinpointed without sensing devices a.nd even 
with them, not always easily. 
-------- - -------- ~~-~~ ----- - --
DISCUSSION or GEOGRAPl:tlCAL AREA 
In order to study an underground aysto.m and an 
optimum doaign for an undergrou.nd system, a developmo.nt 
was chosen i.n which va.rious designs would be examined 
from both a cost and availability sta.ndpoint. 
The development chosen is shown on Figure No. 1, 
page 8. This development was chosen for the following 
reasons: 
1. Lots are of a common size (approximately 
1/4 to 1/3 acres). 
2. The number of lots approximates that of most 
developments in this part of the country (50-100). 
3. The configuration of roads makes the develop-
ment adaptable to either loop, radial or a combination of 
the two, depending on the design requirements. 
.. 
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Flgu.re 1 
Plan Show'lng Layout 
Of Development Chosen For S'tudy 
The type of load in this development ia essentially 
single-phase residential wit.h one exception. The exception 
occu,rs on Lot No. 4 8. This lot is to be occupied by 
sewage pumping facilities with approximately 25 kw of 
three-phase load. It is assumed t.hat this type of load 
can be served by a two-phase to neutral bank of trans-
.. 
formers. 
It is assumed t.hat the single-phase reside,ntial 
load will be comprised of total electric customers 
(electric heat with the usual household appliances and 
lighting). This assumption is justifiable since the 
type of load that will be served is unknown and the 
design must be able to accommodate the largest possible 
load. 
The type of heating system is assumed to be 
electric resistance space heating. The reason for this 
is that at the present time this type of heat accounts 
for greater than 90% of the electric heated customers. 
Although a heat pump system, hot water furnace or hot 
air furnace ~ould require larger transformation, due 
to the lack of diversity, this is negligible due to the 
-9-
low probability that 110ro than ono 1y•tom of tbi1 ki,nd 
wi 11 be aorvod f roaa the aomo tranaformor. 
The aize of tho howse ia aaaumed to be in t.he 
1700 to 1900 aquara foot range. Th,ia i,nformation was 
obtained from the developer who anticipated this aize 
of house to be built by his customers. 
"""10-
,• 
TYPE ANO LOCATION OF POWER SOURCE 
A three-phase 12 kv overhead dist,ribution line 
borders t.he eastern aide a.nd part of the northern side 
of the development. (See Figure No. l, page 8) • This 
li.ne will be tapped to serve the proposed development 
underground. 
The 12 kv system will be the only voltage that 
is studied in this thesis since the experience with 
higher voltage levels is so miniscule at t.he present 
time as to make it impossible to rate the probability 
of failure of higher voltage equipment. Also, much 
of the equipment now standard at the 12 kv level is 
not available at the higher voltage levels. 
-11~ 
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CRITERIA STUDIED 
Availability 
Tho most important criteria for any power system 
is the 4bil i ty to give continuous se rvico to its customers. 
This thesis refers to this criteria as availability. 
This is more than just the probability that a failure 
will occur. As an example, a failure may occur on a 
residential-type load. If this failure is corrected 
within a few m.inutes, the inconvenience to the customers 
is little or none; ha.,1ever, if this same failure occurred 
at a location for several hours, the repercussions could 
be dramatic. 
Various factors affect the availability. These 
factors are: 
(1) Frequency of failure; 
(2) Duration of outage; and 
(3) Number of customers involved. 
The frequency of failure is defined as the number of 
times that a failure will occur in a certain time frame. 
The duration of the outage is defined as the 
length of time that the outage occurs. Since our load 
is strictly of a residential nature, the only duration 
-12-
which ia con1idorod is that which invol vca tho aor·vicca 
of tho trouble.men (rapc.,irmon). Thcso arc those faults 
that require a crow to repair the damage ar1d restore 
t.ho customers to service. Faults of a transient nature 
t.hat are cleared and restored by automatic sectionalizing 
(i.e., substation breakers, OCR's) are not considered 
in this t,hes is. 
The last factor affecting availability is that 
of the number of customers involved. Naturally, the 
more customers affected by the fault, the poorer the 
availability. 
To study the availability of a system, two 
criteria of relia.bility performance are used. One is 
the Average Interruption Frequency Index. The other 
is the Average Interruption Duration Index. These two 
criteria are the same as many utilities now use for 
determining the availability (reliability) of their 
systems. 
F 
To put these in formula form: 
-
- total "customer interruptions" for one year 
customers served 
= interruptions per customer per year 
where Fis the Average Interruption Frequency Index 
-13-
D total •cu.atomcr JIU.nutoa out• tor one year I $ $ L U . cu.I loi.)1-il $ aor·vca· W .. & C $ $ 4 ¥ 11 
• mi.nutoa por customer per year 
vhere D is tho Average Inter.ruption Duration Index 
AvailabilitI Analxsis 
In order to calculate t.he I.nterruption Frequency 
Index a.nd the Interruption Du.ration Index, each. fault 
must be studied with reference to the nunt>er of customers 
affected and the length of time t.hat the outage occurs. 
-
-
Customer interruptions per year due to fault n 
= (Customers interrupted by fault n} x (Faul ts per year due ton) 
CMOn = Customer minutes out per year due to fault n 
= (Customer m.inutes out per fault n} x (Faul ts per year due to nl 
Then: 
F -
-
D -
-
N 
I: 
n=l 
CI 
n 
Customers served 
N 
I:: C.MOn 
· ·n =· 1· · · ·· ·- · -· 
Customers served 
N is the number of fault conditions being considered. 
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Duration Uacd 
In moat faul ta that occu.r i,n a.n underground 
development requiring a repair crow, tha time to repair 
t.he fault and restor·e service ia not t.he same for al 1 
the customers. When a crev a.rrives on the scene, the 
fault is isolated putti,ng as many customers as possible 
bac.k in service. This is not usually a once and done 
operation; it requires several operations. Each operation 
should restore additional customers to service, which 
accounts for the variation in the outage duration for 
the customers. Also, the duration will vary depending on 
the location of the fault. 
Since the duration of the fault will vary, two 
durations are considered. They are as follows: 
-D 
D 
m 
-
-
-
-
Average customer minutes outage time 
Maximum outage time to pick up the last customer 
When determining the Average Interruption Duration Index, 
< the number of minutes out that will be used is the average 
(Dl • Al though the maximum (p.ml is not used in the 
\ 
formula, it could become q. factor of consideration if 
the difference in the aver~ges for the various· systems 
are not significant. Although the average may oe 
Accoptablot o wry high last ewatomar outage could be 
i.nimical t.o public relations . 
. . . .. - -- . . . . . 
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floatoration Timo 
Tho restoration ti.roe is actually the same as the 
duration of tJto outage. Thia du.ration may vary for 
the same type of fault quite radically, depe-nding on 
the roothod used to locate t_he !aul t. In general, 
different methods can be expected to give different 
results. 
To compute the_ restoration time in this t_hesis, 
each individual circuit arra_ngement is studied using the 
halving technique only, since this technique has been 
found to be the most practical from a field standpoint 
to minimize the restoration time. This technique is 
more fully explained later in this thesis. (See Appendix 
E, page 69 for values.} 
The restoration times used were based on several 
previous papers* and on subjective estimates for values 
that were not available. 
- " . . . 
*Papers 1, 2 and 5 of Bioli9graphy. 
-17-
• 
~gUlPHENT FAILURE ~TR 
luJ previously i.ndicated on pago 14, t.he definition.a 
of Cln a.nd CMOn require t,ho determination of the number 
of faults per year. 
To compute the faults per year on a segioent of 
undergrou.nd distri.bution li.ne, the failu.re rate of each 
component of the segment is considered and by t.he 
summation of the probability of failures of each of 
these components, a probability of failure is determined 
for the whole segment. Take a piece of cable with 
terminations as an example. The failure rate of this 
• l.S: 
Failure Rate= (cable length) x (cable failure rate per length) + (number of terminations} x (termination failure per number of terminations} 
Due to the small probability of any two components failing 
simultaneously, this probability of simultaneous failure 
is omitted from the equation. This causes the failure 
rate to be slightly higher giving a more conservative 
answer. 
·The· failure rates of the various· components are 
given in Appendix D, page 68. These failure rates were 
-18-
' 
chosen by invoati9atin9 aovcral studios on failure ratoa 
of underground component• a.nd arrivi.ng at an average 
for each type • 
Al though t.he studies did not compare exactly, 
it was found that the factor variation between the 
components of t.he va_rious studies remains essentially 
the same. It was, therefore, concluded that t.he Frequency 
and Duration Indexes of the vari.ous systems may change, 
but the relative difference will remain essentially 
the same between the various syste~ that are to be 
studied. 
-19-
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ECONOMICS 
Various coats will be associated with each of 
tho systtlffl8 proposed. Certain components and equipment 
will naturally cause some systems to be more e.x·pensive 
than other systems. A.s was stated before, the opti.mum 
reliability desired for its purpose and price will be 
determined. The cost of t.he materials and the labor 
to install t.he materials are shc",tn in Appendix A, page 64. 
The material costs were determined by comparing the 
latest quotations from various manufacturers and choosing 
t.he lowest bid. The labor costs were determined by a 
labor study conducted by Pe.nnsylvania Power & Light 
Company. Comparable labor costs could be determined 
for any other utility company without difficulty, so this 
procedure applies to any general procedure. 
. ... --·- - -- -·- ~•--- -'- . 
- -· ·•1 •• 
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OPTIHU.M NUMBER OF SERVICES 
FROM AN INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER 
To determine the optimum availability a.nd 
economics of various systems, the first parameter to be 
determined is the nunber of services from an individual 
transformer. This nunber will vary depending on the 
following: 
1. Average size of lots. 
2. Average front footage. 
3. Layout of lots. 
4. Amount of load. 
After the number of services from a transformer 
are determined, the remaining parameters can be studied 
using these results. 
The first value to determine is the average length 
of service required for various number of lots to be 
served from a single transformer. This value was 
determined by choosing several transformer locations 
and varying the number of services that these transformer 
locations could serve. The average length of these 
services for the various locations was calculated • 
- . ---· .. ·-·--------· - -··*·- •. The following assumpt.ions were made in determining 
the service route and length: 
-21-
of way. 
l. Front lot doeign vu ch01on for tronaformr. 
2. ltouaca 4.rc located JO foot ott road right 
J. Services vl1ich require road crossing are 
grouped at one location in order that croasi.ngs arc 
kept to a minimum. 
4. An individual service from the tra.nsformer 
to the ho.me is requ,ired for each lot . 
.. 
5. In increasi.ng the nurrt>er of services from 
a transformer, the one requiring the least length was 
chosen. 
6. No homes were served from the back of a lot. 
7. The maximum number of services that would 
• 
be allowed is seven, due to connector capability restric-
tions of the transformer; however, up to twelve services 
will be studied. 
Figure No. 2, page 23, shows a sample of a trans-
former service arrangement and Figure No. 3, page 24, 
tabulates the results of that study. 
The next step in determining the optimum number 
of services is cost per service for various number of 
services. The transformer size and service size is 
chosen according to the following assumptions: 
-22-
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10 II 12 
., 
1. tton,a1 a.ro in tho 1701 to 1900 square toot 
range. 
2. Uomea bave reaiatanco apace heating, 
J. Tbe size of ata.ndard transformers available 
a,re 25, SO, 75, 100 and 167 kva. 
4. The size services ar·e 1/0 Aluminum, 4/0 
Alumi.num a.nd 350 Aluminum conductors. 
S. Services are i,nstal led in same trench as 
the primary except for any laterals. 
The type of transformer to be used is called 
a low profile transformer. Although this transformer 
is not submersible, it is very popular due to its 
operating and reliability advantages. 
Unlike the submersible transformer, which is 
exposed to the corrosiveness of the soil and maintenance 
problems, the low profile transformer is above grade; 
therefore, it is not subjected to corrosion and a workman 
may maintain a defensive position when maintaining the 
unit, such as replacing the transfonner~s fuse and 
operating other load-brea·k devices. 
Figure No. 4, page 26 shows the variation of the 
cost of service versus the number of services. See 
Appendix A, p~ge 64 tor the cost of components and 
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Appondi.xoa B, pagoa 6 S and 66, and C, pa9a 6 7 for the 
method used to determine t.he aize ot tranaforJDlr and 
service. 
The last value ne·eded to compute the optimum 
nwnber of services is t.he relationship of t.he number 
of services to availability. The following assumptions 
were made: 
1. A secondary fault only affects the customer 
which it serves, since the fault will burn clear and 
an open circuit will result. 
2. A transformer failure inter·rupts only the 
customers on the transformer. 
See Appendix D, page 68 for failu.re rates, 
Appendix E, page 69 for restoration times, and Appendixes 
G, pages 76-77 and H, pages 78-80 for sample calculations. 
I -27-
DISCUSSION OF OPTlHUM NUMBER 
OF SERVICES FROM A TRANSFORMER 
To decide the opti.mUJD nuniler of services for 
a transformer, the cost (which includes service a.nd 
tra.nsformation) and availability as the number of 
services varies is plotted in Figures No. 3 through 7. 
Figure No. 4, page 26 indicates that a factor 
variation greater than 2. 5 is possible with the highest 
factor variation being for one service. This indicates 
that t,he number of services significa.ntly affects t.he 
cost. This change in cost is explained by the fact 
that for one or two services the service length is usually 
short; however, the transformation is not used to its 
fullest by the lack of diversity and size of transformers 
available. This causes the high cost of the transformer 
to override the small service cost. 
However, as the number of services increase, 
the increase in efficiency in the use of the transformer 
and the increase in length of the service offset one 
another, making the price decrease and then remain 
constant until ten services are reached. 
As the number of services goes over ten, the 
excessive lengths of service offset the economic trans-
-28-
fonn.ation cau.aing an increase in price again. Therefore, 
the optimwn num:>er of service a, considering only coat, 
would be in the four to ten range. 
When considering availability, it is noted from 
Figures No. S, page JO and No. 6, page 31, the Frequency 
and Duration Indexes are smallest for one service and 
increase as the nuni>er of services increase. This factor 
of increase from one service to twelve services is 
approximately 1. 3. The reason for the low increase 
is that the small average increase in the length of 
service which causes its failure rate to increase cannot 
significantly affect the larger components of failure 
of transformers and transformer fuses. 
An interesting fact is noted in Figure No. 7, 
page 32. In this figure, the change in failure rate 
was checked as the number of services increase. (Failure 
rate is computed the same as the Frequency Index; however, 
the number of customers interrupted is not included. 
The failure rates of the components are only considered.} 
In looking at Figure No. 7, page 32, there is a marked 
change in the curve as the number of services increase. 
't 
In fact, the worse failure rate is for one service and 
the best is· from three to eight services. 
-29-
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• 
Tho reaaon for the ab ape of this curve is that 
for one or two aervicea from a transformer t.he proba-
bility o.t a transformer failure ia greater due to t.he 
large nunt>er of transforiuers requi.red. In t.he three 
to eight range, the failu.re falls off dramatically and 
then remains constant again due to the offsetti,ng 
decrease in frequency of failure of a transfo1mer due 
to less units bei.ng required a.nd the increase i.n failure 
of service due to its greater average length. As the 
nunt>er increases over eight services, t.he probability 
of failure again increases due to the increase in failure 
rate of a service. 
Gangel, Schultz and Simpson's paper on "Predicting 
Underground Distribution System Availability" states 
that larger transformers improve availability performance 
of the lateral circuit because there are fewer sectional-
izing points to consider. In order to test this con-
clusion, a loop system was designed halving the nwnber 
of services. It was found that the average duration 
increased by a factor of 1.39, proving their conclusion. 
From the above discussion and Gangel, Schultz and 
Simpson's paper on "Predicting Underground Distribution 
System Availability", it was decided that in designing 
-33-
tho oloctrical l&yout tor the devolop,ncnt, tho n,,mbor 
of aorvicos from a transformer would usually be i.n tho 
f o\lr to seven range • For in th i1 range, the coat a.nd 
frequency of failure of transformer·• and services are 
minimal a,nd t.he nuni>er of switching poi.nts a,re minimized 
from a practical desig·n standpoint. 
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.. 
OPTlHUH LAYOUT OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
General 
All the syate.ma that were studied have the 
transformers in the same location a,nd also serve identical 
customers. In this way the nwnber of customers served 
from a transformer or the tra.nsformer's location would 
not affect the results. 
The type of transfo11uer utilized is a low profile 
tra.nsforrner. Each low profile transformer is equipped 
with two load-break bushings enabli.ng load-brea.k elbows 
to be used. The load-break elbows enable the transformer 
to be utilized as a manual sectionalizing point. (See 
Figure No. 8, page 36}. In this way the transformer 
can be energized from either direction or be utilized 
as a normally open point by just setting the elbow on 
a dununy bushing and feeding from one direction. 
For all three systems, the cost of the components 
is given in Appendix A, page 64, their failure rate in 
Appendix D,/ page 68, and restoration times in Appendix E, 
page 69. 
- l, . .. - - - ~---·-,-,.-- ----~ -~ - .... 
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l~oad- Break Elbo\v 
Transformer Fuse 
Figure 8 
Schematic Of 
Low Profile Transformer 
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l.,,oad- l3rcak 13usl1ing 
Transformer 
Casing 
Fault F~nding Tech.niguea 
Tho thrao ayatama t.hat were studied used the 
halving technique to restore service. This technique 
requ.ires the trouble crew to go to the midpoi.nt ot the 
faulted sect ion and to determine i.n which half the fault 
is located and continue this procedure until the fault 
is isolated and service is restored to all the customers. 
In J. H. Easley's paper, "The Influence of Service 
Availability on t.he Config·uration of Underground Three-
Phase Primary Systems" it is i.ndicated that this is 
the most desirable method; h~ever, he advocates t.hat 
switching should not be initiated until the fault is 
located. This technique was not utilized in this thesis 
because of the problems with cold load pickup. It was 
felt that cold load pickup could be mitigated by switching 
customers back into service using the halving technique. 
This procedure usually guarantees that customers will 
be energized gradually, instead of nearly all at once 
as advocated in Easley's paper. Although this increases 
the maximum duration for the last customer picked up, 
the average duration remains essentially the same between 
,--------- __ the two methods. Jt is suggested that more field studies 
be directed toward this area. 
-37-
Other aaa,uaptiona that wore made in f i.nding t,be 
fault are: 
1. Customers t,hat are in service were not 
ex·posed to the fault (i.e., no noi:mally open poi.nt.s were 
closed until the fault location was identified). 
2. If there are two or mor·e swi tchi.ng possi-
bilities, the one re-energizing t.he largest number of 
customers was used. 
J. The two-phase to neutral service (pump) 
was assumed to be two custoners; i.e., each tra.ns former 
was assumed to be a customer. 
4. Load brea.k elbows on transformers were not 
utilized to test for fault locations. The fu.se cutout 
at the underground terminal pole was used. 
5. In order to restore customers to service, 
temporary switching was utilized. (Permanent repair was 
not included.} 
6. Before using a bypass cable, as many 
customers as possible are put into service by switching 
techniques. 
7. Two troublemen were utilized to find the 
fault. 
-38-
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Radial Syatcm 
The firat system that waa studied was tba radial 
ayatam. (See Figure No. 9, page 40). Thia system 
i.nvol ves two sepa.rate fused u.nderground termi.nal pol ea 
with two separate Wlderground feeds into the development. 
One feed served 42 customers and the other served 43 
customers. The system was studied vith and without 
the use of fault i.ndicators. Various nunt>ers of fault 
indicators were tested. The assumptions made to install 
and use fault indicators were: 
l. The number of fault i,ndicators was increased 
by installing the indicator at the next location that 
would be checked using the halving technique. 
2. If a fault indicator was located at every 
check location, making it unnecessary to perform switching 
to find the fault, switching would be performed inunedi-
I 
ately to re-energize customers where there was no danger 
of closing into a fault. 
Loop system 
The next system studied was the loop system, 
(See F~gure 10, page 411. This system has four separate 
--
. fused underground tenninal poles with four separate 
-39~ 
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underground tooda into t,ho dovolopmant. fllo loop develop-
ment bu oach pair of underground li.noa meet At a tra,na-
forn,ar whero a normally open point ia located. The 
two normally open points a.re at TransfotcJUt\r 4 and 10. 
Since any faulted primary cable ca,n be disconnected 
by the proper switching, this system alleviates t.he 
need for a temporary bypass cable. The transfor1oor 
is then energized from t.he opposite direction by closing 
the normally open poi.n t. 
This system was again studied with and without 
fault indicators using the same assumptions as given in 
the radial system. 
Loop-Radial System 
The last system studied was the loop-radial 
system. (See Figure No. 11, page 43). This system 
is utilized if there is difficulty getting underground 
lines into a development (i.e., due to the lack of under-
ground terminal poles or the length of underground required} 
and a loop system is still desired for sectionalizing. 
The loop-radial system has two separate fused 
underground terminal poles with two separate underground 
feeds .into the.development. Each underground feed went 
-42-
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• 
to a separate transformer location (Tr4natormar• l a.nd 
7) • From these tra.naformora tvo separate foad.1 begin 
which again end at the &4JDO normally open point as i,n 
the lo·op system (Transformers 4 and 10). 
This syste.m only requires a by·pass cable tor a 
primary cable fault if the fault is betvee.n the termi.nal 
pole and the first transformer. 
The system was again studied with and without 
fault indicators using the same assumptions as in the 
radial system. 
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-· . 
OISCUSSIOH or VAR,lOUS LAYOUTS 
AND NUH8£R OF FAULT INDICATORS 
In e.xami.ni.ng Fig·uro No. 12, page 4 7, i.t is aoen 
t.hat the loop system is $18 per customer more than t.he 
radial system excluding fault indicators. This difference 
can be explained by the additional trenching, back-
filling, terminal pole and cable costs to complete a 
loop. This dollar differ·ence mea.ns that t.he loop system 
is approximately 4 I more than the radial system. Al though 
this percentage may seem insig·nificant, due to the large 
cost of u.nderground systems, the actual additional capita! 
ex·pendi ture is quite large. 
Figure No. 12, page 47, which is derived from 
Table I, page 46 also reveals that fault indicators 
significantly increase the cost per customer. In fact, 
the radial system with fault indicators is more expensive 
than the loop-radial without any fault indicators. It 
is therefore necessary to determine whether fault 
indicators will significantly improve the performance 
or maybe a different design is appropriate to accomplish 
the same results at a cheaper price. 
--- • - .--••-·• • -, ..... -"" .,- ..,c·: ·1 - F •• ,-. -
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TABLE I 
COST OF VAR.IOUS UNDERGROUND LAYOUTS 
Ave.rage Coat Type l..4youi Location Fault Indicators Per CU.Stamer 
Radial None $525/customer 
Radial First check point $526/customer 
Radial First a.nd second check poi.nts $528/customer 
Radial Three check points $533/customer 
Loop None $543/customer 
Loop First check point $545/customer 
Loop First and second check points $549/customer 
Loop Three check points $551/customer 
Loop-Radial None $530/customer 
Loop-Radial First check point $533/customer 
Loop-Radial First and second check points $535/customer 
Loop-Radial Three check points $540/customer 
Radial None $557/customer (one fault 
in terruptor 
per feed} 
-46-
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• 
F reg ue.nc:y l ndox; 
The frequency i.ndexea of t.ho variou.a systems are 
shown in Table II, page 49. The t4ble reveals that 
the frequency inde.x of t.he loop-radial is greater than 
twice that o! the loop and 1151 of t.he radial. 
Al though the loop system req·uires more cable 
and compone,nts, which increase the failure rate (see 
Table III, page SO), the less customers that are exposed 
on a per fault basis far outweigh this increase and 
makes it the most desirable, considering only the 
frequency index. 
Average Duration Index 
The average duration index for each system and 
various number of fault indicators is shav,n in Figure 
No. 13, page 51. The figure indicates that the loop 
system is again far superior to the other two systems. 
One interesting fact is apparent, however, and 
that is that adding fault indicators to a loop system 
does little to increase its performance. 
Adding fault indicators to the other two systems, 
howeve-r-, significantly increases their performance. This 
- .. -
------------- .... indicates that if a residential system is being designed 
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TABLE II. 
FR!Q!JENCY }!'D£?(
1 
Of. ~AR,IOUS SYSTEMS 
Tyf! of system 
Radial 
Loop 
Loop-Radial 
FP,~en£l tndex 
• 0180 in terrup~ions 
cus tome r /ye a,r 
.0104 interruptions 
customer/year 
.02082 interruptions 
cusEomer/year 
.. 
TABLE III 
FRER~NCY 9F '!'~~u~ or. V~,19~ F ~Y~ff!G 
~ of System 
Radial 
Loop 
Loop-Radial 
-so-
Fa,ilu.re Rate 
.0363 failures/year 
.0418 failures/year 
.0412 failures/year 
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v' 
Loop 
3 4 
by the loop mathod, fault indicators should not bo uaad. 
It it ia a loop-radial or radial system, fault indicators 
should be chosen at all p,oaai.b.lo locations tor tbe minimum 
frequency duration index. It should al,so be noted that 
the radiil or loop-radial with three fault indicator 
locations does not perform nearly as well as the loop 
without a.ny fault indicators • 
The radial and the loop-radial systems were also 
fou.nd to behave almost identically from a duration index 
standpoint. 
f.1aximuro Duration to Pick Up Last Customer 
The loop system performs best and again the 
number of fault indicators do not significantly reduce 
the maximwn duration for the loop system. (See Figure 
No. 14, page 53). 
The other two systems perform approximately the 
same and again fault indicators improve the performance 
significantly. 
This confirms the previous statement that fault 
indicators should not be used on loop residential systems; 
but only on radial or loop~radial tq improve the 
performance. 
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3 4 
f 
Conclwaion on Typo of System a.nd Number of Fault Indicators 
From the provioua discussion (Bao Tab lo 1-v, 
page 55), it is evido,nt that t,he type of system can 
a,f feet both the cost and the availability. Howeve_r, 
a more eJC'pensive system does not always guarantee a 
more reliable system. A case i_n the previous discussion 
is that of loop-radial and the radial. A,l though the 
loop-radial is more expensive, it has approximately 
the same availability as the radial; therefore, t.he 
loop-radial is not a good design. It contains the 
disadva.ntages of the other two systems {high cost of 
loop and lower reliability of radial) without acquiring 
any of their adva.ntages. 
The loop and t.he radial are therefore the systems 
to be used by utilities when designing single phase under-
ground developments. Depending on the criteria that is 
more important to the individual utility (cost or relia-
bility}, the choice of the system is made. 
As an example, if a utility feels that, due to 
the cost pressures, reliability can be sacrificed, the 
radial design is the appropriate system. However, if 
a utility has problems with customer r~lations due to 
outages, the loop would be the appropriate choice. 
-54-
1 
U1 
U1 
1 
., 
System 
Radial 
Loop 
Loop-Radial 
TABLE IV 
ADVANTAGES AND DISA.DVANTAGES OF EACH LAYOUT 
Advantages 
1. least expensive 2. lowest failure rate 3. medium range frequency index 4. fault indicators signifi-
cantly improve performance 
1. lowest frequency index 2. lowest interruption duration index 
3. lowest duration for last 
customer 
Disadvantages 
1. high duration index 2. high duration for 
last customer 
l. most expensive 2. fault indicators don• t improve perform-
a,nce s ig·ni ti cant l!,* 3. highest frequency 
of failu.re 
1. highest frequency index 
2. high frequency of failure 
3. high interruption duration inde.x 4. high duration for last customer 
,u, far a• taul t indicator• caro concornod, tor 
a loop system they provide lit tlo increase i.n t,ha 
reliability and should not be apccifiod. 
On a radial system, fault indicators do icncroaae 
the availability a,nd can definitely be justified. One 
type of radial development where they may be utilized 
is where the performance has been foWld to be belc,t,1 
sta.ndard due to equipment failure caused by environmental 
conditions. 
If fault indicators are desired, it is suggested 
that they be installed at all checkpoints. This method 
would enable the troublemen to determine the location 
with little difficulty. Any other method of installing 
fault indicators (i.e., first checkpoint) would require 
these locations to be recorded for future reference and 
the possibility of confusion exists for the troublemen. 
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MANUAL AND AUTOMATIC S£CTI0NALil1.NC 
The adva,ntagos of manual sectionalizing devicoa 
can easily be seen from the benefits gained by the use 
of tho load-break elbow. Without this elbow all the 
customers on a tap would have to be taken out of service 
to complete any switching on the primary system. The 
load-break el.bCJ't! enables t.he troubleJnt?n to add customers 
to the energized cable without causing an outage. In 
other words the average duration without a load-break 
elbow for an outage would approach that of the last 
customer returned to service using a load-break elbow. 
And as can be seen from Appendix E, page 69, this 
drastically increases the duration. 
At the present time the load-break elbow is the 
only device that is used in single phase underground 
developments since it suits the needs of the utility at a 
reasonable cost. 
Further development is needed in the area of 
a iwitch that can make and 
the elbow and still have a 
break load in less time than 
reasonable price. 
Automatic sect-ion-alizi~g, sometimes referred to as 
automatic transfer, tor si~gle phase unde~ground 
..-5 7 """' 
development• hA• not been required up to tbc proaont 
ti,rno and, t.horcforc, oqui.pn,o.nt bu not bee.n developed 
for present day uac. 
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FAULT lNTERRUPTORS 
Fault intorruptora arc used to linlit t.he nWDbe.r 
of customers that a.re exposed to a fault. It is nothing 
more than in-line fusing installed in the underground 
portion. Therefore, due to the small nwnber of customers 
on each half of a loop, a fault i.nterruptor is not 
practical. 
However, the fault interruptor may be used to 
lim.it the number of customers exposed on the radial 
sys te.m. The re are two d.rawbacks though . One is the 
high cost of the fault interrupter; the other is the 
sectionalizing coordination problems. 
• 
In checking Table I, page 46, it is found that 
one fault interrupter per feed for the radial system 
would increase the cost of the radial system over the 
loop system, and at the same time the reliability of 
the fault interrupter is less than desirable. It has 
been found that fault interruptors have problems 
coordinating with source side overhead sectionalizing 
devices causing improper operation of the overhead 
sectionalizing device. 
Altho~gh use of the fault interruptor is theo~ 
retically possible, the field results and the cost indicate 
- ,, 
t.hat a loop 1yetctfll would be more dcusirabla than a radial 
ayatcm with fault intorruptora for a dovclopmont of 
thia size. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Optimu,u Nwaber ot So.rvicea From a Tr~n!i!9~! 
The nwaber of se.rvi.cea from a tra.nslormer wa.s 
found to a.ffect both t.he cost and availability. By 
efficiently u.si.ng the kva of t.he transformer and limiting 
the service length, an optimum value of the two criteria 
was foWld. The value was found to be in the 4 to 7 
range. 
It should also be noted that this value is strictly 
for the type development wit.h lots in the 1/4 to 1/3 acre 
range and as the size of the lot increases, this 
value will change due to the average length of the service 
• • increas 1.ng. 
Type of Layout 
Depending on the utility's main objective, cost 
or availability, the type of layout would be chosen. If 
minimizing cost is the main concern, the radial system 
should be chosen. If availability is more important, 
then the loop system is appropriate. 
In no case should a loop-radial system be chosen 
since it has the disadvant~ges of the other two systems 
without any of the advantages. 
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F4ult Indicator• 
To incroaao the availability of a radial system, 
fault indicators should bo wsad. ltowevor, in no caso 
should fault indicators be used to increase the availa-
bility of a loop system since the amount of i.ncrease 
achieved is little or none. 
Manual Sectionalizing 
Manual sectionalizing definitely increases t.he 
availability of a single phase underground system, with 
the main manual sectionalizing device at the present time 
being the load-break elbow. 
Automatic Sectionalizing 
Automatic sectionalizing was fou.nd to be 
unavailable for a single phase underground system at this 
time. 
Fault Interrupters 
I 
Fault interrupters were found to be impractical 
. 
,, 
from both the economics and the field results. A loop 
system which does not in.elude fault interrupters was 
found to be more practical. 
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nu, above cone luaion• apply only to tho more 
cormnon size ainglo phase development (50 to 100 lot•) 
with the average lot 1/4 to 1/3 aero. ltowever, most 
underground dovelop,oonta of a larger size are done i.n 
sections usually in the SO to 100 lot ra.nge. These 
sections are also designed with undergroWld electrical 
systems as entities i.n themselves. Therefore, these 
results will still apply to t.hese larger developments 
subdivided electrically as indicated. 
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APPENDIX A 
HATERI.AL ANO LABOR COST OF EQUIPMENT a .a a 
Dollars Material Labor 
Pad fatounted Transformer 
25 kva 
50 kva 
75 kva 
100 kva 
Tra.nsformer Foundation 
1/0 Twin Concentric Service 
Servic·e Trench and Backfill 
$ 449 
501 
652 
805 
97 
268/1000' 
Load Brea.k Elbow 25 
Equipment One Phase Underground 112 Terminal Pole 
Junction Vault (Two-Phase/Neutral} 322 
2-25 kva Open Delta Bank 1150 Including Foundation and 
Load Break Elbows 
Three Phase Service 40 
#2 AL Concentric Neutral 
Primary Cable 
Primary Trench and Backfill 
Primary 2" Conduit 
Fault Indicator 
Single Phase Fault Interrupter 
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357/1000' 
20/100' 
40 
1026 
$114 
114 
114 
114 
183 
57/1000' 
1600/1000' 
15 
142 
307 
672 
100 
260/1000' 
1600/1000' 
10 
348 
\ 
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APPENDIX D 
FAILURE RATE OF COMPONENTS 
ON A PER YEAR BASIS* 
Co!Pono,r.at 
Service Cable 
Transfor1ner 
Tra,nsformer Fuse 
Load Break Termination 
Primary Cab le 
Failu,re Rate 
.000021/ft • 
• 003 
.005 
• 001 
.0000008 
*See Articles 3, 4 and 5 of Bibliography. 
\ 
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A. 
8. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
G. 
H. 
I . 
J. 
K. 
L. 
M. 
N. 
o. 
P. 
Q. 
R. 
s. 
T. 
APPENDIX f! 
RESTORATION TIMES!/ • 
FWlction 
Travel Time to Oovelopment 
Time to Check Transfo11aer Fuso 
and Replace 
Disconnect Load Break Termination 
Remove Transfo11ner 
Install New Tra,nsformer and 
Reconnect Service 
'· 
Determine Transformer Faulted 
Reconnect Load Break Termination 
Set Up Service Fault Locator 
Locate Service Fault 
Dig Hole to Locate Service 
Service Sp! ice 
Reconnect Service 
Remove Terminator From Cable 
Install Terminator To Cable 
De-energize or Energize Cable 
For Maintenance 
Replace and Close Fuse at Pole 
Time to Determine New Location 
To Switch (Including Travel and 
Call to Other That Switching 
Performed) 
Open Fuse at Terminal Pole 
Install Bypass Cable 
Check Fault Indicator (Including 
Determining Location} 
.!/Times Assuming a Two-Man Trouble Crew 
*See Articles 1, 2 and 5 of Bibliography. 
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Ti.n,o 
40 minutes 
JO minutes 
5 minutes 
20 minutes 
30 minutes 
JO m.inutes 
5 m.inutes 
20 minutes 
30 minutes 
30 minutes 
10 m.inutes 
10 minutes 
15 m.inutes 
45 minutes 
15 minutes 
5 minutes 
10 m.inutes 
1 minute 
50 minutes 
5 minutes 
... 
I 
-J 
0 
I 
Location 
-
P1-T1 
T1-T2 
T2-T3 
T3-T4 
P2-T6 
T6-T15 
T15-T5 
T5-T4 
P2-T7 
T7-T9 
T9-T9 
APPENDIX F* 
DURATION OF FAULT FOR VARIOUS LOCATIONS 
No 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
18.17 
18.17 
18.60 
13.80 
16.64 
17. 29 
23.68 
17.27 
23 .9 4 
23.52 
19. 41 
Loop 
1 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
18.17 
17.76 
22.23 
1 7. 05 
16.23 
17. 29 
21.35 
7. 29 
23 .9 4 
24.35 
19. 41 
2 
Fault Indicator 
Check Points 
17.35 
17.35 
14. 70 
14.70 
15.52 
15.52 
14.88 
16 .OS 
22. 29 
21.88 
19. 41 
* For sample calculations, see Article 4 of Bibliography. 
Pagel of 6 
3 
Fault Indicator 
Check Points 
17.35 
17.35 
14.70 
14. 70 
15.52 
15.52 
14.88 
16.05 
21.47 
20 .64 
-
17.76 
I 
~ 
f-.l 
I 
No 
Fault Indicator 
Location Check Point 
T9-Tl6 22. 76 
Tl6-Tl0 18.0Q 
P4-Tl4 29 .9 4 
T14-Tl3 30.17 
Tl3-Tl2 24.88 
Tl·2-Tll 33.43 
Tll-TlO 25.78 
Total 395.45 
Average 21.96 
Frequency 
Index x .0418 
Minutes/ 
per customer/ 
per year 
• 91 
APPENDIX F 
Loop (Cont'd} 
1 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
20.17 
15.41 
26.41 
25. 70 
23. 70 
31.52 
22.29 
3 70. 27 
20.57 
X .0418 
.85 
2 
Fault Indicator 
C'heck Points 
14.29 
14.11 
24.76 
25.00 
22.41 
20.47 
22 .94 
333.63 
18.SJ 
X .0418 
.77 
Page 2 of 6 
) 
Fault Indicator 
Che ck Po in t.s 
13.23 
11.94 
24.76 
24.29 
22.41 
21.29 
22.94 
326.80 
18.15 
X .0418 
.75 
Location 
P1-T1 
T1-T2 
I T2-T3 
-:J 
t'-' T3-T4 I 
T4-:5 
TS-TlS 
Tl5-Tl6 
Tl-T6 
P2-T7 
T7-T9 
T9-T9 
T9-Tl6 
T16-Tl0 
No 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
58.11 
47.74 
57.89 
46.77 
55.71 
64.30 
61.0 3 
63.09 
66.35 
71.43 
56.55 
69 .10 
58.04 
APPENDIX F 
Loop & Radial 
1 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
44. 70 
42.82 
52 .97 
41.85 
43.62 
52 .91 
32 .9 4 
54.11 
55. 29 
65.35 
50.47 
53.02 
51.96 
2 
Fault Indicator 
Check Points 
44.70 
35.52 
43.58 
32.47 
34.23 
43.52 
35.76 
31. 29 
55 .29 
54 .9 4 
41.76 
51.41 
40.35 
Page 3 of 6 
) 
Fault Indicator 
Chec,k Points 
44.70 
29. 88 
31.00 
30.88 
32.41 
32.41 
32.41 
32.41 
55.29 
37.52 
38.)5 
38.64 
40. 29 
r 
I 
-.J 
C-" 
·I 
[J 
Location 
TlO-Tll 
Tll-T12 
Tl2-Tl3 
Tl4-Tl3 
T7-T14 
Total 
Average 
Frequency 
Index 
Minutes/ 
No 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
67 .92 
78.63 
69. 20 
82.96 
83.96 
1158.78 
64.37 
X .0412 
per customer/ 
per year 2.65 
APPENDIX F 
Loop & Radial (Cont'd) 
1 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
53.78 
65. 20 
54.00 
67.05 
77.88 
969.92 
53.88 
X .0412 
2.21 
2 
Fault Indicator 
Check Points 
41.47 
54 .29 
46.64 
58.76 
67.82 t 
813.80 
45.21 
X .0412 
1.86 
Page 4 of 6 
J 
Fault Indicator Check Points 
40.82 
40.82 
42.00 
4 3 .17 
43.17 
686.17 
38.12 
X .0412. 
1.57 
Location 
Pl-Tl 
T1-T2 
I T2-T3 
-:J 
~ T3-T4 I 
T4-T5 
T5-TlS 
Tl5-T9 
T9-T6 
P2-P7 
T7-T8 
" T7-T14 
T14-Tl3 
T13-Tl2 
No 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
87.35 
75.82 
79.80 
65.50 
73 .91 
57.74 
68.18 
56.42 
72.11 
so.11 
78.02 
62.96 
7.1. 7 8 
APPENDIX F 
Radial 
1 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
77.17 
69. 23 
73.21 
62.97 
65.82 
52.17 
6 2. 62 
52. 50 
68.35 
43.23 
75.SS 
59.08 
66.35 
2 
Fault Indicator 
Check Points 
60. 70 
61.64 
62.58 
52.35 
56.11 
44.58 
52.00 
40.23 
55.58 
33. 76 
65.17 
48.70 
57.52 
Page S of 6 
3 
Fault Indicator 
Check Points 
51.88 
54 .OS 
49 .11 
40.23 
40.52 
41.23 
40.2) 
39.88 
27.17 
36.23 
46.11 
52.00 
39.88 
I 
-.1 
CJ1 
I 
/ 
No 
Fault Indicator Location Check Point 
T12-T11 56.61 
T11-T10 60.10 
Tl0-Tl6 50 .9 8 
Total 10 67. 39 
Average 66.71 
Frequency 
Index x .0363 
Minutes/ 
per customer/ 
per year 2.42 
APPENDIX F 
Radial (Cont' dl 
1 
Fault Indicator 
Check Point 
51.64 
60.10 
45.55 
985.54 
61. 59 
X • 0 36 3 
2.23 
2 
Fault Indicator 
Check Points 
45.17 
49. 35 
35.17 
820.61 
51.28 
X .0 36 J 
1.86 
Page 6 of 6 
) 
Fault Indicator 
Check Poi,n ts 
41.76 
33.41 
35.41 
669. 10 
41.81 
X .036) 
l.Sl 
APPENDIX G 
SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR COST OF SERVICE VERSUS THE NUMBER OF SERVICES FROM AN INDIVIDUAL TRANSFORMER 
The calculation is performed for three services 
fr010 an individual transfo.tJoer. 
The first value computed is the average length 
of service. This value was computed by choosing several 
tra,nsformer locations and installing three services. 
(See Figure No. 2, page 23 for sample}. The value 
was found to be 54 feet per service (see Figure No. 3, 
page 24) or a total of 162 feet for the three services. 
The next value needed was the size of the 
service. The longest service was found to be 90 feet. 
In checking Appendix B, page 65, it is found that a 
1/0 Aluminum service would be sufficient for the load 
found in Appendix C, page 67, using a home in the 1700 to 
1900 square foot range. 
The next value computed is the size of trans-
former. A 25 kva transfor1ner was chosen using Appendix 
C, page 6 7. 
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Tho t.ot41 inatal lot ion and raatcrial coat of the 
tranafon,or 4,nd acr·vicc• were t,hcn c,onsputcd (100 
Appendix I\, page 64, for Material and Labor Costs) And 
divided by the nuni>cr of services (J). This value was 
fou.nd to be $3 80 per service. (Sec Figure No. 4, page 26) • 
.I 
- - ---·-
*The length of service trenching and. backfilling.required was only for cable that was not installed in the same trench astthe primary. 
-77-
.. 
APPENDI.X ll 
SAMPLE CALCULATION OT AVERAGE INTERRUPTION FREQUENCY INDEX, AVERAGE INTERRUPTION DURATION I:NDEX, 
AND FREQUENCY OF FAILURE VERSUS 
NUMBER OP SERVICES FROM A TRANSFORMER 
The sample calculation is for three services 
from an individual transformer. The first value 
computed is the probability of failure of the service 
cable. This value is computed by using the 162 feet 
obtained in Appendix G, pages 75-76, for the total length 
of service and multiplying by the service cable 
failure rate. {See Appendix D, page 68}. This is then 
divided by the number of customers (3). This value 
is the failure rate of service cable on a per customer 
basis. 
Failure Rate of 
Cable per Customer 
Total length of Failure Rate 
service from x of service 
-
- transformer cable 
number of customers 
= (162 ft) x (.000021 failures/ft/year} 
3 customers 
= .0012 failure/customer/year 
This value is then added to the failure rate of 
the transformer, load-break elbow and transformer fuse 
(see Appendix D. page 681 to compute the Average 
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Interruption Froquoncy Index. (Seo f•iguro f:to. S, paga JO). 
Average Interruption 
Frequency Index 
ii railurc rate + 
of cable 
tot4l f ailurc 
rate of tra.ns-
f ormar f uso, 
load--break elbows 
a.nd transfoxmer 
.0012 failu.re/customer/year + 
.01 failure/customer/year 
.0112 failure/customer/year 
The next value is the Average Duration Index. 
This value is determined by adding the product of the 
probability of failure of the individual components on a 
per customer basis and its corresponding restoration 
time. (See Appendix E, page 691. 
Average Duration 
Index 
. .p 
= tfailure rate of cable per 
-
-
-
-
customer} x (restoration time 
service cable} + (failure rate of transformer per customer} x (restoration time of transformer) 
+ (failure rate of fuse per 
customer) x (restoration time fuse} + (failure rate of load-break elbowl x {restoration time load-break elbow) 
(..0012) x (.150 minutes} + (.003} x (140 minutes} + (_.005} x (.70 
minutes} + (.002} x (140 minutes) 
1.23 minutes/customer/year 
(see Figure No. 6, page 31}. 
J 
" 
• 
Tho r1cJCt value computed i• tho frequency ot 
tailu.ro. Thia value is computed by tho following mothod: 
Frequency of • 
= 
-
-
tf!';lure rato o,f transfo11oer) + 
nwrber ol customers 
(failure rate of fuse) + 
nuirber of customers 
{failure rate of load break elbow) + 
number of customers 
(failure rate of service cable) 
· niiiiEer of customers 
(.0031 + (.005) + (.0021 + .0012 
3 3 3 
.001 + .000166 + .00066 + .0012 
= .0046 failures/year 
(see Figure No. 7, page 32 l. 
-.80 ""7 
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